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This year I have been more determined than ever to plan the perfect family Christmas.    

I do find some people in my life tricky to buy for.   Do you have a special ‘her’ in your 

life who you are buying a gift for this Christmas? We have been trying out all sorts of 

products from hair tools to drinks bottles.  Does the lady in your life seem to have    

everything she needs?  Why not wow her with a personalised gift?  

 

Top of my Christmas Wish List this year is a warm winter coat, a photo frame to put 

family pictures in & some fluffy slippers.  What’s on your list?    Do have a look at our 

website for an honest review of what we thought about each product clients sent us to 

try out.   We hope that this will then help you make an informed purchase of whatever 

you decide upon.  You can read our Christmas 2019 reviews here. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://whatsgoodtodo.com/tag/christmas-2019/
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 Bewater  Glow Tritan Water Bottle Review  

Certain gemstones can absorb energy from movement,       
pressure and heat and convert it into electric energy, each   
emitting a unique frequency. This effect is what makes quartz 
watches work. It is believed that the gemstones in gem water 
bottles transfer their energy information to the water in the    
bottle, changing and improving the water’s structure and its   
oxygen and pH levels. There are four  bewater ‘paths’ to 
choose from: belove, bepower, bejoy and bemagic. Each has 
been designed using gemstones  inspired by these qualities. 
Simply fill your bottle with water, leave for approximately ten 
minutes and enjoy! Bewater offer a choice of glass and plastic 
bottles. Their plastic bottles are made from durable, BPA-free 
Tritan plastic and their glass bottles from lead-free borosilicate. 

Our reviewer said “Overall, I’m so impressed with this. The    
design is great and it’s totally different from anything that I’ve 
seen on the market before. “ 

RRP from £25.95     Rating 5/5      

Available to buy from  here.  Read our review here. 

 

Personalised Family Portrait    

A Posterhaste Family Portrait allows you to capture the whole 
family in print in a fun stick figure style!  

Just select each family member’s stick figure outline and     
personalise clothing colours, expressions and hair styles for a 
fun representation of everybody in print. Pets can be added 
too!  

There are a wide range of colour schemes to choose from, and 
you can add a title to fully personalise your print. This design 
makes a lovely surprise gift for Christmas.  

Oh, and it's easier than getting the whole family to smile nicely 
for the camera! 

RRP from £20.00     Rating 5/5 

Available to buy from here.  Read our review here. 

http://www.bewater.com/
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/be-water-glow-tritan-water-bottle-review/
https://www.posterhaste.com/
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/posterhaste-family-portrait-framed-print-review/
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Tiny Penguin necklace   

Jana Reinhardt jewellery's handmade silver pen-
guin pendant is the perfect present for any jewellery    
lover, or nature fan. 

This delicate pendant has been handmade in the UK by 
a small team of expert goldsmiths. It features a tiny hand
-carved penguin, complete with an adorable little beak 
and cute flippers. Ever since the famous John Lewis    
advert a few years back, featuring Monty the penguin, 
many people associate these beautiful birds with the   
festive season.   

Jana Reinhardt Jewellery was founded in 2006, by a 
husband and wife team of master goldsmiths, Jana 
Reinhardt and Ross Cutting. All their pieces are entirely 
handmade at their seaside studio in West Sussex, using 
the old methods of wax carving and fabrication, rather 
than machine manufacture. These traditional techniques 
have no negative effect on the environment, making their 
pieces a more sustainable choice for jewellery lovers.  

RRP £85.00     Rating 5/5 

Available to buy from here. 

Read our review here. 

 

 

 

http://www.janareinhardt.com/
https://www.janareinhardt.com/products/tiny-penguin-necklace
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/jana-reinhardt-tiny-penguin-necklace-review/
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Ted Baker Mia Gift Set  

The sweetest of them all, Ted’s new Perfect 
Match gift features a sophisticated soft floral 
50ml Mia fragrance, paired with a stylish        
compact mirror and case. This pretty-in-pink pair 
is the perfect addition to any handbag this festive 
season. Unforgettably fragrant, Perfect Match 
features sparkling top notes of lemon and     
raspberry, teamed with blooms of rose and    
freesias. 

The reusable box sees Ted’s signature bow print 

in nude pink with rose gold detailing, and         

includes a handy pull out drawer to keep all your 

Ted trinkets safe.  

RRP £30.00     Rating 5/5 

Available to buy from here. 

      Read our review here. 

Nakin Performance Face Serum 

This stunning natural face serum makes the perfect gift 
for a friend or loved one. It is suitable for all skin types, 
even sensitive skin, and regenerates skin beautifully. 
The silky light consistency of this elixir glides on    
smoothly, and it is rich in antioxidant oils and extracts to 
leave skin feeling fabulous. The active formula includes 
Hibiscus,  Pomegranate and Hyaluronic Acid to         
condition, smooth fine lines and improve elasticity,      
restoring the appearance of skin. As with all Nakin    
products, it is made in the UK and cruelty free.           
Formulated without undesirable Ingredients such as 
Parabens, SLS, Petrochemicals, artificial fragrance & 
colours, PEGS and Propylene Glycol. 

RRP £25.00     Rating 5/5 

Available to buy from here. 

      Read our review here. 

https://www.tedbaker.com/uk/Womens/Accessories/Fragrances/MIAAMI-Mia-perfume-and-mirror-gift-set-Light-Pink/p/240369-LT-PINK
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/ted-baker-take-a-bow-mia-gift-set-review/
https://www.nakinskincare.com/products/performance-face-serum
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/nakin-natural-anti-ageing-high-performance-skincare-review/
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Makeupbox LDN Hand Palette 

The makeup hand palette is 100% Acrylic and is the     

perfect mixing palette allowing you to mix and transfer 

your beauty products hygienically, preventing cross      

contamination and unwanted stains on the back of your 

hand. Slipping easily and comfortably onto the hand, it will 

allow you to create bespoke colours and formulas        

customised to your skin tone. It’s perfect for foundations, 

lipsticks, eyeshadows, oils, serums, self-tanning products 

and so much more. 

RRP £15.00     Rating 5/5     

Available to buy from here. 

   Read our review here. 

Rubis Gold Star Tweezers  

A favourite of make-up artists Bobbi Brown (who          

described them as “the Ferrari of tweezers”), Fred 

Hamelten, Wingie, Leco van Zadelhoff and countless 

more celebrity MUAs, Rubis® tweezers are the ultimate 

luxury beauty staple, offering the utmost Swiss-precision. 

Crafted with superior calibrated tension and perfectly 

aligned tips that close evenly and firmly for advanced 

pulling power, you can grip even the smallest of hairs for 

a professional, airbrushed finish. Rubis are also the 

preferred beauty tool of choice for makeup houses 

including MAC and Estée Lauder. 

RRP £31.00     Rating 5/5      

Available to buy from here. 

   Read our review here. 

https://makeupboxldn.com/
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/beauty-stocking-fillers-review/
https://www.cultbeauty.co.uk/
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/beauty-stocking-fillers-review/
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TRUE Skincare’s Harmony, Illuminate and    
Restore Collection 

Quite simply the ultimate treat for a loved one with a    
luxury TRUE Skincare gifts set. Supporting all skin     
concerns from anti-ageing to radiance-enhancing, TRUE 
Skincare’s Harmony, Illuminate and Restore Collections 
harness positive energy and create mindful skincare    
ritual. Bringing you the best products from the TRUE 
Skincare range, including its trio of Certified Organic    
Facial Oils, Matcha Tea Mask and Superfood Exfoliator 
Powder.  

Aligned with the symbolism of Jade, Amethyst, Rose 
Quartz and Citrine gemstones, the TRUE Skincare gift 
sets cultivate the perfect balance of inner empowerment 
and inspire inner strength whilst providing the tools and 
skincare to enhance outer beauty, all in an elegant yet 
affordable Christmas gifting range. 

Certified Organic by the Soil Association, TRUE Skincare 
products are enriched with natural and organic ingredients 
with no chemicals, artificial fragrance or parabens, 100% 
vegan-friendly and never tested on animals. 

RRP of gift sets from £10.00     Rating 5/5 

Available to buy from here. 

Read our review here. 

http://www.trueskincare.co.uk/
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/true-skincare-facial-care-review/
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Balneum Dry Skin and Itch Relief Cream  

Balneum Dry Skin and Itch Relief Cream - Proven to      
relieve itchy skin in just 5 minutes 

• Balneum Cream is a soothing, easily absorbed cream 
that reduces itching and hydrates dry skin with the help of 
two active ingredients: Lauromacrogols and urea. 

• Leaves skin feeling soft, supple and smooth thanks to 
the replacement of much-needed oils and locking moisture 
into the skin. 

• Proven to relieve itch within 5 minutes, this cream is 
also suitable for use with eczema and psoriasis prone 
skin. 

Helping you to itch less and live more. 

RRP £12.99     Rating 5/5 

Available to buy from here. 

Read our review here. 

 

 

 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/stores/page/5F34C806-D519-4858-AD3B-D81E44BF1681?store_ref=SB_A01339382RHYESSKYO2W5&pf_rd_p=b6d36b18-d68e-4083-ae5d-154f0b82c184&hsa_cr_id=1619450640602&lp_slot=auto-sparkle-hsa-tetris&lp_asins=B07CZ6SCRY,B07CZ1N58G,B07CZDRJFD&lp_m
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/balneum-dry-skin-itch-relief-cream-review/
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Embryolisse Lait Crème Concentre 

A favourite of celebrities, make-up artists, editors and 
beauty industry influencers since the 1950s, Embryolisse 
Lait-Crème Concentré has become THE go-to multitasker 
for a flawless, primed based and beyond. Its properties 
include a moisturiser, makeup remover, primer, intensive 
masque and after-shaving product to sooth irritated skin. It 
has become so iconic that it sells 1 unit every 23 seconds, 
and has amassed a fanbase including The Kardashians, 
Karlie Kloss, Ariana Grande, Scarlett Johansson, Kristen 
Stewart, Gwyneth Paltrow, Emma Willis, Michelle Keegan, 
Elle McPherson, Lady Gaga, Jessie J and so many more. 

RRP £20.00     Rating 4.5/5 

Available to buy from here. 

Read our review here. 

 

Baylis & Harding Midnight Plum & Wild   
Blackberry Luxury Bathing Essentials Gift Set  

This ultimate pampering set in Midnight Plum & Wild 
Blackberry fragrance contains a 300ml créme body wash 
and 200ml shower crème which will gently cleanse, whilst 
200ml body lotion leaves leaves skin feeling moisturised.  

RRP £15.00     Rating 5/5 

Available to buy from here. 

Read our review here. 

 

https://www.boots.com/embryolisse-lait-creme-concentre-nourishing-moisturiser-75ml-10192504
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/embryolisse-lait-creme-concentre-review-2/
https://baylisandharding.com/gifts/christmas-gift/signature-midnight-plum-wild-blackberry
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/baylis-harding-limited-edition-bathing-gift-set-review/
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Baylis & Harding Sweet Mandarin & Grapefruit 
Luxury Slipper Gift Set  

A luxury selection of pampering treats in the iconic Sweet 
Mandarin & Grapefruit fragrance to relax and revive tired 
feet! Relax your feet in 100g foot soak crystals and     
moisturise with 140ml foot lotion before slipping your feet 
into a luxurious pair of faux fur mule slippers.  

RRP £25.00     Rating 4/5 

Available to buy from here. 

Read our review here. 

 

Baylis & Harding Jojoba, Vanilla & Almond Oil 
Luxury Bathing Gift Set  

A stunning gift box for the ultimate ‘spa at home’ bathing 
experience. The set includes a luxurious 300ml body 
wash, 300ml bath milk, 150g soap, 130ml shower crème, 
130ml body lotion and 100 bath salts all in the indulgent 
Jojoba, Vanilla & Almond Oil fragrance.  

RRP £25.00     Rating 4/5 

Available to buy from here. 

Read our review here. 

 

 

https://baylisandharding.com/gifts/christmas-gift/signature-sweet-mandarin-grapefruit
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/baylis-harding-luxury-slipper-gift-set-review/
https://baylisandharding.com/gifts/christmas-gift/signature-jojoba-vanilla-almond-oil
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/baylis-harding-beautiful-you-gift-set-review/
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Vie Naturals Hand Made Bali Soap  

Vie Natural's Hand Made Soap collection comprises of 4 
individual formulations. Lavender, Rose, Jasmine,       
Frangipani.   

Each soap bar is uniquely textured with organic botanicals 
and has a bubbly lather and rinses off clean without      
residue.  

Our base oil, coconut oil, provides a healthy lather that 
cleans and leaves your skin feeling moisturized.  

These soaps are great for placing in your guest bathroom, 
inside a mason jar, or as gifts for every occasion.  

Suitable for vegans, the Vie Natural’s Handmade Soap 
contains no Parabens, no Phthalates and no Sulphates. 
Suitable for all skin types.  

RRP £6.95 for 4 pieces      Rating 4/5 

Available to buy from here.  

Read our review here. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.global1st.co.uk/
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/vie-naturals-hand-made-soap-review/
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Firm Support Front Closure Sports Bra – Anita    
Active 

The Anita Firm Support Front Closure Sports Bra does exactly 
what the name says, it provides firm support for women up to 
an E Cup. Made from a breathable high function cotton         
microfiber the bra is comfortable and easy to wear. Because of 
the technical design the bra is especially good for women with 
mobility issues as its front fastening and also has Velcro style 
straps for easy adjustment. It can be worn as a comfortable day 
bra for anyone who needs a front fastening ‘easy-to-put-on’ bra 
and comes in black, white or desert. Why not buy all three? 

RRP £49.00     Rating 5/5      

Available to buy from here. 

    Read our review here. 

Extreme Control Sports Bra by Anita Active 

This innovative sports bra from Anita Active provides           
sensational support and comfort up to a H cup – even during 
high-intensity sports. This is aided by the three-section cups 
and the structured side section. An added advantage to the 
clever tailoring is the especially beautiful sporty silhouette. The 
ergonomically designed, adjustable straps that are padded 
throughout and the microfibre underbust band that sits gently 
around the body relieve any pressure points. The bra was    
designed with Anita perspiration management in mind to make 
sure the skin stays dry and well aired: mesh inserts in the back 
and high function piqué fabric in the cup area regulate the body 
temperature. The cups are seamlessly lined with hydrophilic 
terry cloth, which absorbs moisture and allows for unrestricted 
freedom of movement, letting nothing get in the way of a top 
performance!  Available in multiple colours and prints.  

RRP 54.00     Rating 4.5/5  

Available to buy from here. 

        Read our review here. 

http://www.needundies.com/
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/anita-firm-support-front-closure-sports-bra-review/
https://www.figleaves.com/uk/anita-active-extreme-control-sports-bra/ANI-5527.html
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/anita-extreme-control-sports-bra-review/
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Custom Canvas Print 

Transform your favourite photo into a piece of art.   Add a 
splash of colour to your home décor with custom canvas 
prints. You can create a collage of your favourite family   
photos, upload pictures of your pets or even an inspirational 
quote to spice up your walls. Personalised printed canvas 
can also make a great gift for friends and loved ones, giving 
them a piece of art to display at home or in the              
workplace. And with built-in hangers and fade-resistant 
printing, your canvas prints will be easy to display and love 
for years to come. Canvas prints are wrapped in a sturdy, 
2cm-thick wood frame for extra weight and durability, with a 
wall mount attached. 

RRP from £19.99     Rating 5/5 

Available to buy from here. 

Read our review here. 
 

‘Fly Away Home’  

‘Fly Away Home’ is bright, vibrant and colourful and this signed 
mounted print has been taken from an original painting by the 
Dartmoor Artist, aka Sarah Smith who lives and works on 
beautiful Dartmoor, juggling motherhood, a farm, a herd of    
cattle and a menagerie of animals. Her work is a celebration of 
the characters found on the farm, the hedgerows, the fields, 
the skies and on Dartmoor and this piece, like all of her 
work, has a contemporary feel, with bright colours, angled 
brushstrokes and a sense of fun,  

It is an A4 portrait and set within a 16″ x 12″ signed, iced white 
mount,  printed on Hahnemühle Photo Rag Pearl paper and we 
would LOVE it if I could send this piece of artwork to you naked 
(ie….no cellophane wrap).  

RRP £20.00     Rating N/A 

Available to buy from here. 

Read our review here. 

https://www.vistaprint.co.uk/photo-gifts/canvas-prints
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/vistaprint-canvas-for-christmas-review/
https://thedartmoorartist.co.uk/product/coming-soon-fly-away-home-signed-mounted-print/
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/the-dartmoor-artist-print-fly-away-home-review/
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Scavi & Ray Alcohol Free Prosecco  

Some fizz for Christmas… but make it alcohol free! This 
0.0% prosecco brings fun, but no hangover. Award   
winning and only 30 calories a glass.  

Scavi & Ray Alcohol Free is a light and refreshing      
alternative to its award-winning prosecco. Famed for its 
premium prosecco, the Scavi & Ray winery continues to 
innovate with the finest products from its Italian       
vineyards. Produced from quality glera grapes          
harvested in Veneto, a unique process is employed 
to remove the alcohol and ensure all the light, dry and 
fresh flavours remain. Scavi & Ray Alcohol Free: all of 
the flavour, none of the alcohol!   

RRP from £8.99     Rating 5/5  

Available to buy from here. 

Read our review here. 

 

Luci Lights 

LUCI LIGHTS - are the outdoor enthusiast’s new best 
friend – every light is solar powered, waterproof, bright 
and never needs batteries and provide hours of ‘free’ 
light by solar recharging – complete in a rugged,     
compact lightweight package.   Luci String – An         
incredibly innovative design – 10 pairs of LED lights on 
a 18ft string giving up to 150 lumens of light producing a 
gentle ‘surround’ light (no shadows or spotlights) and 
lasts up to 20 hours on a single charge  (solar or USB) 
– ideal for ‘Camp Vanners’ and any other outdoor space 
which needs lighting up. 

RRP £39.95     Rating 5/5 

Available to buy from here. 

Read our review here. 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Scavi-Ray-Non-Alcoholic-Spumante-Wine/dp/B00KIMR2VA
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/scavi-ray-alcohol-free-prosecco-gift-box-review/
http://www.firstascent.co.uk/
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/luci-solar-string-lights-review/
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Dot Art Sticker Books 

Published in association with The National Gallery, the 
Dot Art Sticker Books from Prestel Publishing allow 
adults and children to create works of art in stickers. 
Opening with a brief informative essay, the books    
contain thousands of coloured round stickers and a 
poster “canvas” of coloured outlines. Readers simply 
need to match the stickers to the outlines found on the 
poster to recreate the painting. The finished poster will 
be its own original work of art. With a handy folder style 
flap that allows for easy storage and transportation of 
the artwork in progress, this activity book is perfect for 
hours of entertainment, relaxation or meditation, as well 
as for unwinding at the end of a busy day. 

RRP £10.99     Rating 5/5 

Available to buy from here. 

Read our review here. 

 

HAIX Black Eagle Adventure 2.1 GTX WS 
Low  

The HAIX Black Eagle Adventure 2.1 GTX is an ideal 
functional leisure shoe for the outdoors, with waterproof 
and breathable materials using GORE-TEX®. Excellent 
grip on a variety of terrains and non-skid in wet and cold 
conditions. Durable, comfortable with heel cushioning, 
the wearer’s feet will not tire easily on their explorations 
with this shoe. 

RRP £124.90     Rating 5/5 

Available to buy from here. 

Read our review here. 

 

 

https://www.nationalgallery.co.uk/products/dot-art-sticker-seurat-bathers-at-asnieres/p_1049068
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/dot-art-sticker-seurat-by-yoni-alter-review/
https://www.haix.co.uk/haix-black-eagle-adventure-2.1-gtx-ws-low-purple-rose
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/haix-black-eagle-adventure-2-1-gtx-ws-low-purple-rose-review/
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Classic Black Full Length Leggings  

These aren’t just your standard pair of black leggings. 
With unbeatable softness and a thick, high quality     
cotton, there’s no chance of showing too much, you’ll 
never want to try another pair - trust us on that. A    
classic soft knit waistband to match, and you’ll be good 
to go all day, from morning ’til night. Now available in 
sizes UK 4 - 28 and Regular, Tall and Petite leg lengths, 
so we have something for every woman. 

RRP £14.00     Rating 5/5 

Available to buy from here. 

Read our review here. 

 

 

DK x B4BC Booker Sock  

The Booker Sock integrates some of the most 
practical elements of a more technical sock, and 
the everyday comfort that we're all really looking 
for in the perfect sock. Made of a durable         
polyester yarn, Booker wicks moisture away,    
protecting you from that very disagreeable 
swampfoot that comes with sweaty feet,          
rain-soaked bike rides, and sloppy hikes. And 
arch compression gives you a snug fit that stays 
in place and supports you on your adventure with 
every step or pedal. 

RRP £12.00     Rating 5/5 

Available to buy from here. 

Read our review here. 

 

 

 

https://loveleggings.com/products/black-classic-leggings
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/love-leggings-classic-leggings-review/
https://www.dakine.com/en-gb/sport/bike/bike-socks/booker-sock/
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/dakine-booker-socks-review/
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Untamed Hairdryer 

Untameduk.com launch a defrizz hair dryer that     
transforms your hair using a nozzle that integrates a 
bottle of argan oil.The oil infuses moisture into your 
hair, leaving it smooth, glossy and hydrated. 

Not only does this 2000w powerful AC motor dryer with 
a 3m salon cable tackle the frizziest of hair it also has 
ionic technology that allows the dryer to emit negative 
ions meaning less static and frizz to your hair in      
general. The ceramic grill also helps distribute the    
temperature evenly. 

Compared to a standard DC dryer this powerful AC 
machine will last almost 3 times longer and 1.5 times 
longer than your average AC dryer. Stronger airflow 
means faster drying and this is what helps distribute 
the argan oil through your hair.  Don’t forget the cold 
shot! 

The Argan oil spritzing nozzle can be used as a weekly 
treatment to make hair feel smooth, hydrated and 
shiny.  

RRP £69.99     Rating 5/5 

Available to buy from here. 

Read our review here. 

 

 

 

https://untameduk.com/
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/untamed-defrizz-hair-dryer-with-argan-oil-review/
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Personalised Lavender & Ylang Ylang Can-
dle With Copper Lid 

The Personalised Lavender & Ylang Ylang Candle With 
Copper Lid would make a fantastic gift this Christmas.  
It's part of the Willow & Light range who produce gifts 
that are a combination of kind natural and luxury. Using 
only organic soy wax, cotton wicks and natural           
ingredients. 
The scent Sleep Well combines geranium, sweet       
orange, lavender, lavandin and ylang ylang. To add an 
extra special touch personalise with a message on the 
lid of the candle. 
The candle has around 40 hours of burn time. It's hand 
made in the UK and doesn't include any animal or    
paraffin derived ingredients. 
Using recycled glass and packaging you can be safe in 
the knowledge that your candle has been made with 
giving back in mind. 

RRP £29.99     Rating 5/5 

Available to buy from here. 

Read our review here. 

 

Wax melt bars  

Why not give your loved ones a wax melt bar this 
Christmas... just two cubes of Sassy Shop Wax bars 
typically give 12-18 hours of scent - that's only 55p!  Bin 
the high street 99p wax melts and grab yourself a bar. 
You can thank us later! Strong, long lasting scents to 
make a statement in your home! 

RRP £2.75 for one or £4.90 for a set of 3 

Rating 5/5 

Available to buy from here.  

Read our review here. 

https://www.thepersonalisedgiftshop.co.uk/gifts/personalised-lavender-ylang-ylang-candle-with-copper-lid
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/personalised-lavender-ylang-ylang-candle-with-copper-lid-review/
https://sassyshopwax.com/collections/wax-melt-bars
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/sassy-shop-wax-review/
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Canvas Print  

A classic Canvas Print from CEWE is a beautiful gift 
for a loved one this Christmas to display a perfect 
memory in their home. It’s a gift that they can           
appreciate all year round and is a truly versatile piece 
of personalised art that suits any home and every 
style. CEWE’s classic Canvas’ will be printed in rich, 
vivid colour, and last for years to come. Every         
personalised canvas is carefully checked by eye, to 
make sure it is of the highest quality. 

RRP  from £12.99     Rating N/A 

Available to buy from here. 

Whilst we have not reviewed this item, you 
can read our review of another item from 
this company here. 

 

Phone case  

You take your phone everywhere with you, so keep it 
protected and looking great at the same time. CEWE’s 
range of personalised phone cases are available for 
both iPhone and Samsung, and will keep your precious 
smartphone safe, sound and stylish! Whether it’s a    
photo of your children, a memorable holiday snap, or a 
favourite piece of artwork, personalising your phone 
case means it’s not only personal to you, but unique as 
well. Personalised phone cases are a great gift this 
Christmas that never fail to put a smile on the            
recipient’s face. 

RRP from £14.99     Rating N/A 

Available to buy from here. 

Whilst we have not reviewed this item, you 
can read our review of another item from 
this company here. 

https://cewe-photoworld.com/wall-art/classic-canvas
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/cewe-photoworld-large-photo-advent-calendar-review/
https://cewe-photoworld.com/personalised-cases
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/cewe-photoworld-large-photo-advent-calendar-review/
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Photo snowglobe 

Create a personalised snow globe with your favourite 
photo for a playful and unique gift for family and friends 
this Christmas. Protected by a plastic dome, CEWE’s 
personalised snow globes are filled with water and    
artificial snow flakes which fall softly onto the ground 
after you give it a shake. CEWE’S photo snow globes 
are especially popular with children and make a great 
personalised Christmas gift or stocking filler. You can 
choose any picture you like for your snow globe, from a 
family portrait, to the kids or even a beloved family pet. 
Their personalised snow globes are quick and easy to 
create, and would make a wonderful memento for a 
loved one.  

RRP from £6.99     Rating N/A 

Available to buy from here. 

Whilst we have not reviewed this item, you 
can read our review of another item from 
this company here. 

 

 

 

 

https://cewe-photoworld.com/photo-gifts/for-the-home/photo-snow-globe
https://whatsgoodtodo.com/cewe-photoworld-large-photo-advent-calendar-review/

